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one christian father

offers his personal feelings

about his religious beliefs
I
1

either you believe this stuff or yon
you dont and if
do
ifyou
isyou
have
and if yon
a faith that is meaningful
you
alive
aliv
then religious faith is the most imporand dilu
alivethen
ethen
tant thing that exists if its not true its the most
important lie that exists I1I1 am basing my life and
myfuture
my
future and eternity on the
fact that this is true
tbefact

this father s assertion that religious faith is the
most important thing that exists for him illustrates why clergy professional helpers scholars
and all informed people should be aware of the
expressions influences and meanings ascribed to
faith by the highly religious in response to this
need I1 studied highly religious parents from three
major world religions christianity islam and
judaism below I1 share some of my findings

qo
relattoostaip
fr3dtofdcial to ao
oooo rzelatfonsbip
hoo
the frrofofcaca

prayer in arabic is called salat what does salat
mean it means connection it is your time to
connect with god

jessica a christian mother of four offers a
third example of the importance of a personal
connection and sense of relationship with god

I1 think that time spent with the lord is essential
personal time we meet every week in meetings
and learn scripture and things but I1 think it all
comes down to our personal relationship with
jesus and that has to come on an individual basis
other friendship ifyou
othet
isyou
if yon
just like any otberfriendsbip
you want to get to
know someone you need to spend time you need
to focus on him or her and listen to them and talk
to them and let them into your heart its the same
thing with god we could go to church every day
of the week but if we didnt make time when we
just getface
get face to face with god alone 1II1 dont think
our relationship with him would grow

in order to understand the meanings and

influences of religious practices at the family level
it is first necessary to convey the importance of

the individual to god relationship joshua a
jewish father of two uses the words connect
connecting
and connection five times to
describe his personal relationship with his god
2

I1 think theres three kinds of prayer public
prayer privateprayer
private prayer andfamily
and family prayer in each
case you are trying to connect with god which is
very important for people who believe in god
godana
godand
and sometimes
Go dand
we all want to connect with god
you are more successful connecting than other
times occasionally ill have that extra special
feeling that sometimes accompaniesprayer
accompanies prayer
most
dont acel
bont
of the time when im praying I1I1 dontfeel
acci like im
feel
really connecting but the intent of going through
the prayer is not just to say the words its to make
that connection
although joshua notes three different kinds of
prayer public private and family his intent is
the same regardless of the type of prayer to connect on a personal emotional level with the divine
joshuaa
joshuas
Jos huas insight relates closely with that of omar
an arab american muslim and the father of two
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jessica s tone like that of joshua and omar is
very personal and focused on a private connection
with god note her phrases personal time with
the lord
personal relationship with jesus
friendship and face to face with god alone
although jessica is highly involved in her faith
community and has served as a youth group leader
for more than a dozen years an intensely personal
and private component of her faith is conveyed
here there is a shortage of social science research
however that explores the impact of personal
relational connections with one s god as described
by joshua omar and jessica
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asian american

kimm
kimn
kirn an
kim

mother of two has a husband who had been recently laid off from his job
she explains when it is a
difficult time I1 sing for
god and I1 feel much better inside note that kim
does not say that she sings

FAMILIES
aa
a2

u

0 0
about god she uses the very personal phrase 1 I
sing for god indicating a strong sense of relation
ship the reported effect from her singing for
tionship
god is that she feels much better inside in the
kirn s relationship
language of the social sciences kimm
kim
with god and her personal sacred practice of
singing for god reportedly serve as important
coping resources
on this same theme of religious practices and
coping rashaad an african american christian
and father of three shares the following narrative
other night at work this individual
picked the phone up and got nasty towards me I1
mean nasty irate and 1I1I dont know why I was
so angry that I
11 wanted to go back there and conmyflesh
this joker thats what my
flesh wanted to do
front thisjoker
now this is where my
kicked
in I1 wanted to
myjaith
adeth
adith
faith
go back there and kick in his behind but my faith
wouldnt let me do it the lord told me this is
a challenging time in your faith why you gonna
act like the world dont let something like that
get you angry sometimes you have to pray for
shakingbut
but
you I1 was shaking
yomi
youi
your enemies and I11 tell youl
houi
1II1 put my head down and prayed ten years ago
there would have been no hesitation I1 would have
been on him I11 would have either gotten fired or
at least been at each others throats with this guy
1I just let it go 1
iprayed
prayed about it and the lord
I sprayed
ijust
but ajust
told me just let it go

kimm s segment
kimn
kirn
relational processes and like kim
illustrates the calming influence of a personal yet
relational religious practice which rashaad feels

may have saved him his job
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strength of the individual to god relation-

che
the
the

ship at least for some is evident in explanations
like this one from alisha an african american
muslim mother of fifteen children all fifteen are
her biological children with her husband rahim

the

1

ini

rashaad s experience illustrates the influence of
his relational prayer with his god note the pattern of dialogue that rashaad reports first he felt
that his god told him three things this is a
challenging time in your faith
don t let it get
and
enemies
second
pray for your
you angry
rashaad obediently bowed his head and began to
pray third after he began praying he felt he
received a second message telling him to just let it
go rashaad s narrative presents both internal and

god or allah

is real I
11 talk to him just like
one
I1 say to people is
talking
to
thing
you
im
let no man get between you and god your
relationship with god is so important that we
shouldnt let anyone hold us back not even
friends or a husband or a sister or brother we
get stuff in our own time we walk at a different
pace we cant be looking at people who are not as
far along as us and judge them theyve got to
come at their own pace however 1II1 need to make
sure nothing gets between god and me

alisha and other muslims as well as several jews
and christians reference a profound personal connection to their god that exists somewhat independently of family relationships it is essential to
address and account for this quality of individual
faith if we are to understand the influence of
religious practices on marital and intergenerational
levels
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the belief

of several participants that they and
all persons are children of god reportedly impacted both participants sense of self and the way the
view their own children patricia a christian
mother of six states
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most important spiritual belief
bellef I1 have

as

an individual and as a parent is that we are literal spirit children olour
our
of out
ofour
ohr father in heaven and that

he knows each one of us As we get to know our
children we can almost guess what theyre going
to do in a lot of instances but our father in
heaven knows us even better than that he knows
what our challenges are he knows what our
strengths are and he loves us unconditionally
we love our children unconditionally even when
they do things that
tbatjust
just drive us crazythings
crazy things that
are wrong you would do anything to help them
get back to where they need to be knowing that
edther who cares even more
eather
we have a heavenly father
ether
about us than we care about our own children is a
will
real strength there is nothing that we weil
face in
willface
this life that we cant overcome with him
patricia links her belief in her father in heaven
with a a deep awareness of the unconditional
love that he has for her and all of us eg he
knows each one of us
he knows what our chalushe
lenges are he knows what our strengths are and
he loves us unconditionally 7 b a connection
with and understanding of her heavenly father
that she experiences because she like her god is a
parent and c a strength in coping eg there is
nothing that we will face in this life that we can t
overcome with him
patricia s husband william also comments on
the profound impact of knowing he is a child
of god

our
out
tue are and it teaches
ive
anith teaches us who we
adith
ourfaith
faith
us something very differentfrom
different itom
from what the world
teaches us and that has a profound impact on our
lives the things we choose to do the way we
choose to spend our time the circles that we get

drawn into and the circles that we stay out of I11
think that knowing 1II am a child of god and that
has bad
bas
aberrationhas
had a
I11 am not just a biological aberration
profound impact on me and on the things I11 have
wanted to do my faith tells me far more than
world tells me about who I1I1 am
1

william elaborates on the profound impact of
his belief by delineating some areas of his life that
were duly affected including the things we
choose to do the way we choose to spend our
time the circles that we get drawn into and the
circles that we stay out of in sum this belief influences much of what goes on in william s life of
note is william s use of both the singular and plural first person pronouns 1 I and we to indicate
that this belief has pragmatic applications on both
personal and familial levels
when asked how important his faith is to his
sense of identity and self concept joseph a
christian father of four responds as follows
jesus
jesusi1I dont know where id be without
him well I1I1 do know where id be without
HimId probably be dead or insane or addict
eded
ednd
edpd
ed
ifrey
if my relationship with god
id be a mess ifrny
wasnt there I11 wouldnt know who I11 was I1 would
be ungrounded I
11 wouldnt be me without christ
in me the whole way I1I1 construct my understanding of who I1 am is based in my relationship
to god really without that 1II1 dont know who 1II1
am in relation to him I1 m his child ive been
adopted im his heir im his brother im his
friend im his servant im his helper
wouldnt t be me without
joseph reports that 1 I wouldn
joseph
cites
in
many relationships with
christ me
god eg heir brother friend servant helper
but the first relationship joseph establishes is 1 I m

his child
cu by oc yon
yona
cuhydo
gcfol
yoa
aelfeoe to gifol
belteue
hyDo
yoki beltete
yori
boo
one interview question pushed a bit beyond
descriptions of god as creator father etc and
asked participants why they believe in god omar
responds to the question by relating this arabic
story
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A bedouin who believed in god was asked by
a man who did not believe why do you believe
in god what can you tell me how did you get
to this realization
the bedouin said when 1II1
desert
camel
the
desett it goes back to where
in
leave my
it came from that tells me there is a god

omar s interpretation of the story is twofold
first he explains those who wish to see god will
see him in everything on another level just as the
camel in the desert intuitively knew the way home
a person of faith is drawn though in a strange
world toward his heavenly home similar analogies were also presented to me by holly and her
husband miguel who are christians
miguel A desire to believe in god is innate
its intuitive its a hunger and a relationship
with god is what satisfies that hunger

holly theres a hymn we sing at church that
Ms a deer longsfor
longs foy
says As
for running streams so I11 long
is
for you faith that longing and knowing that
its god that you need some people dont have
that but ive grown up with that and have the
understanding as an adult that I need god in
some fashion and that its a natural instinctive
thing As you grow and learn more about yourself
and your spirituality broadens and you understand certain things in relationship to
learn that you need to feed that faith

god you

miguel As you go through life and its steps you
seek fulfillment we
lare would say when we finish
iare
med school itll be great
finish residency
greal when I1 ifinisb
itll be great when 1I1I get my own practice itll be
great but you get to each step and its cool but
theres still that longing thats why we need our
faith thats why faith is important to us because
ten years ago we were trying to make it but
making it is not what satisfies the longing
faith is the only thing that satisfies that hunger
and that longing that seems insatiable

while omar compares faith to a kind of homing
device miguel and holly speak of a faith in god as
intuitive and as the only cure for an inner hunger
and longing that seem insatiable even with profess
fessional
ional success muslim jewish and christian

parents all invested on a variety of levels in this
search for a spiritual home including involvement
in their faith communities where the interviewed
parents rendered a reported average of more than
ten percent of their income and twelve hours a
week of their time
0ioisfl31lfty
fr2
stbilfty op sphzitack
tadtui
belfe ps
belle
spi micnal
the fra
rftaal 1elfe4s

orm
paay
arm
perzspectfoes
orio pamy
orlo
famy perspectnoes

highly religious parents I1
interviewed strived for a personal connection with
god as previously discussed this connection and
related sacred beliefs were powerfully linked with
family relationships as well as illustrated by seth
a jewish father who explains 1 I don t know how
between my family values and
linebetween
to draw a line

although

the

my religious values

the
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connection between parent child relationships and spiritual beliefs regarding children were
discussed with richness and depth by the mothers
and fathers I1 interviewed william a christian
father of six offered the following response when
I1 asked if he had any religious beliefs that influenced his relationships with his children
we believe our children are an inheritance
unto us from the lord in our case none of them
are accidental or unwanted they came as a gift
and as great blessings heavenly father has been
very powerful in our lives relative to them

william s references to his children as an
inheritance from the lord
gifts and great
gratitude
reflect
and respect
a
blessings seem to
for the children god has given him
jackie an african american christian mother
of three similarly describes her three adopted
children as gifts from god
m god
geft
kyom
that theyre a glit
giftfro
gift
krom
from
I11 tell my kids that theyre a gift because god chose
me to be their mother literally it was the way that
rashaad
baad and I1 were sitting
it came about we Ras
there and we were discussing well we have been
trying all these years ten years and we havent
I1 always tell them

been able to have any kids lets adopt kids

6
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rashaad was like okay were going to pray
about it we did
lord give us some kids
now weve got three I11 always say that they are a
gift
glit they are special to me everybody says man
gia
gla
gir
you treat them just like they are yours well they
are mine because 1II1 always feel
to me I1I1 just have to do right by

god gave them
theyre so
him
himtheyre

special

jackie s sense of her children as gifts from god
supplemented in her narrative by the correlating
point that god chose me to be their mother
jackie later explained how this sense of being
chosen by god to be a mother to her daughters
is a source of comfort when the parenting road gets
rough as it often does in connection with one
daughter who was adopted much later in life and
came from difficult circumstances that she is still
trying to overcome
another interesting point relating to the
faith parenting connection is mentioned by oui
out
oul
a korean christian and father of two
is

1I think children
one thing
change things
know
is
that
having
a
we
how god
child
from
loves us
ashow bow
how we treat our children lovingly is
ushow
bom
how he treats us the good thing is that I1I1 underbow
stand how god feels about me thats one good
thing and I1I1 am always thinking that I11 have to
be a good parent for my child in terms of faith
in god this keeps pu
pushing
shingl my efforts to keep
shingi
growing in my faith for my children this is a
good thing as well
bom
hom

out
oul explained his increased sense of how god
oui
feels about him due to his role as a parent he
indicates that he feels a responsibility to be a good
parent in terms of faith and that this pushes him
to continue progressing and growing so that he can
be a better father for his children

what god hath put together let no man put
god has
asunder I11 dont believe in divorce
some
engrained my marriage in me so deeply
1
might
be
he
womenmightsay
husband
I
care
if
say I dont
my
women
is mad or not or 1I
I dont care if I
1I1 spend all the
thinking lwe
money up but in my mind im thinkingive
ive
lve
got to get myself together and give god and my
husband the honor of what this relationship
weve been together so long married
means
sixteen years and its not all been great but
when they see jackie they want to know where

rashaad

is

jackie s commitment to marriage and aversion to
divorce are apparent but these avowals can have a
downside another member of jackie s church
explained to me that in her opinion there were several marriages in the congregation that should have
ended years previously but due to this congregation s stigma on divorce these marriages continued
on for years and years islam in doctrine presents
a different view from jackie s omar posits
islam is the first religion that gave women
tights tights
rights
rights of divorce rights of inheritance
rights in the house etc show me any other relicomans rights are explained as
gion where a womans
clearly and explicitly as in islam not until the
18th century did the christian
17th or even 18tb
17tb
church state the rights of women within the
church

discusses
divorce from the pertive of a muslim
spective
spec
woman

angle
angie

foy
for me

A

my worst
peat
rear before
fear

marriage
mattlage
martlage
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roarrfage okio
arlio spfrftaal

faith reportedly influenced not only parenting
but also marriage specifically faith based beliefs
in the importance of marriage and strong aversion
to divorce were frequently expressed As one
jewish father states divorce is just not on our
subset of values jackie an african american
christian adds
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M
when 1I1 learned about islam it told me that
divorce was looked down upon but that a woman
should divorce her husband if she was being
abused it tells you
youpoint
point blank ifyour
if your
rour husband
rout
does this leave you have gods blessing

N
of the relationship is not certain for example
some researchers have found that marital satisfaction tends to increase religiosity while other
studies of longterm
long term marriages have indicated that
similarity in religious orientation religious faith 6
and religious beliefs were frequently mentioned as
key factors in marital success the married parents
in my sample similarly emphasized the importance
of shared beliefs A jewish father said of his
3

4

5

7

although angle
angie drew some comfort from these
rights afforded her by her faith she also mentioned
earlier that her husband s commitment to his faith
and to her had alleviated the fear of divorce that
she expressed before her marriage
patricia a christian and mother of six presents
a final perspective on marriages rooted in spiritual
beliefs

ifyou
in our religion isyou
if yoh
you are married in the temple we believe that marriage is not just for this
earth itsfor
your
its fot
for eternity and when you think ofyour
of yout
marriage for eternity that has a very definite
bow
how
bom you
impact on how you speak to each other hom
bow you raise your children on
how
treat each other bom
everything you do its not something where you
wejust
just wont do
say ifthis
wehust
inthis
if this doesnt work out then we
it anymore this is a forever thing
patricia s narrative reinforces the very definite
impact that spiritual beliefs can have on marriage
in thoughts words and everything you do the
gravity of marriage as a timeless covenant for
patricia is also present through her discussion of
marriage for eternity and as a forever thing
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A correlation exists between religious
shared beliefs in marriage and marital satisfaction although the nature

marriage

our values

are always very very close

which is why we re so close it has positively
affected our marriage
A more cultural aspect of the importance of
shared religious belief was captured by seth a
jewish father of two he explains
1I knew very early on that 1I1I wanted to marry
jewish I11 never questioned thal
that I11 always knew 1I1I
always knew that it was the right path to take I11
always believed and still do that the cultural

upbringing of being jewish is
is so deep that being
married to someone who is not jewish they just
wouldnt get it they wouldnt lauga
taugh at the same
laugb
laugh
the
same
jokes they wouldnt enjoy
foods 1II1 enjoy
enjoy
on the same levels you know such as the holidays
and rituals I11 thought who would want to go
through life not being able to share that and
understand that

seth outlines his desire to marry within his faith
in quite unreligious terms faith beliefs we are
reminded are not only spiritual but also serve as a
family framework and as foundations for culture
and subculture indeed for those who are deeply
connected to their faith faith s influence may
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another influence of faith on marriage

is

exemplified by james statement on his belief in

marital fidelity another theme that recurred
across interviews
interviewer are there any religious beliefs that
have helped in your marriage
james yes the belieftbat
belief that you should be
befaitb
faithful to the marriage covenant not committing
that beliefdoes
adultery
bellef does a lot you take two
belief
individuals from two different backgrounds come
background and
efrom
com
comefrom
itom this type of ofbackground
from
irom
she comes from that type of background and you
fall in love and put trust in that person you give
that person your all and you feel that the other
person is doing the same thing you dont want
to have to go through your life wondering if this
person is going to be pal
jai
thul to you you dont
thui
faithful
fai
mess
want to worry about that kind of
ofmess
different

1I

for james his wife and other husbands and
shared spiritual beliefs regarding the
importance of fidelity in marriage were reportedly
a comfort and strength in an uncertain world
wives

13elfep
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participants also reported that beliefs in god
offered marital support rashaad an african
american christian and father of three states
we both feel that a marriage is a bonding thing
bjoin together let no man
join
As god says whatever I1 ijoin
loin
asunder
deelI1 believe that my faith made me love
put asun
derI
derl
my wife a lot more we are very different
differenl if it
werent for faith I11 probably would have run a
long time ago id have said you dont want to
do what 1II1 want to do we just dont see eye to eye
goddes
Go dyes
yes the
im gone but when you believe in god
godyes
rocking but the bible says in me
boat still gets to rockingbut
you can weather the storm

jessica a christian mother of four similarly

we have disagreements

we have things we

dont see the same sometimes andfaith
and faith is a source
we
belp
help
heip
can pray about things together and the
oftelp
of

lord can help us work things out
oul sometimes one
other
otberpersons
person has to give in and accept the othet
persons
helps
be
he
able
pray
about
to
to
point of view it
counselor yon
things the lord hes the best counseloryou
you could
how marriages can work
ever have I11 dont know bow
god
without
im sure that there are people who
are so compatible that they can still get along but
areso
dre
abeso
helpful fot
our
out
adith
anith
for us
faith has been really belpfulffior
ourfaith
both rashaad and jessica offer additional
insight as to why shared faith was often helpful
in their marriages in addition to the earlier
discussions of promarriage
pro marriage beliefs the shared
values and culture and a mutual belief in marital
fidelity couples felt that god helped them to
weather the storm by serving as a counselor
this pattern of turning to sacred beliefs and prayer
during the storms and disagreements of
marriage was mentioned by many as a facilitative
approach to conflict resolution
fr2
fra matth
polch
centnalfty 04 camly
famlly
pafth
centralfty
centrality
pamly to
loick
4atth
family is a central component of most world
faiths and particularly in monotheistic religions
angie a mother of two and convert to islam
angle
mentions that it was her husband s families
dedication to their faith and each other that
initially drew her to islam
8

I1

bom
hom
how dedicated
was mesmerized by bow

omar

and his brothers were to their mom and
family the
people who
just thelt
theirfamily
their
tbepeople
and wasnt
Da dand
dadande
dad
wasntiust
dadand
were true to islam were the same
now reflects this same inseparability
of family life and faith when asked how much
time she spent each week in faith related activities
and family activities she responded in a combined
answer

angie
angle

s life

every minute of every day we devote to faith
pit
our religion is our way of
life we
ilfe
ollife
oflife
fit our life into
wefit
befit
our religion not our religion into our life

discusses her faith and marriage

although the faith and family connection had
connect
become salient and positive for angie
angle the connec
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vay1rjwnvjraqwwft

wram
moon
wran
LN
kimm
kirn both
kim
tion also carried pain for some oui and kimn
converted to christianity as young adults in their
native korea but none of their family members
have joined them in their new
newfound
found faith oui
soberly explains

informed more sensitive and more aware of what
others value and how they live the value and
importance of this topic however extends beyond
heightened awareness

we have a deep problem with religion with our
families so actually thats the reason religion is
our
oar
not good sometimes we cant have oat
out
ohr relatives
terriblefeeling
feeling it has been
feelingit
prayingfor
praying fot
for us thats a terrible
a challenge

religious faith is the salient and inextricable
thread and fabric in the quilt of family life for
these families and they cannot be adequately
understood independent of their faith I1 hope
that through this glimpse into the lives of these
mothers and fathers we will better understand
those of various faiths and that many will learn
from these faithful parents who taught me
perhaps as I1 did you will feel a sense of brotherhood and sisterhood with these parents who
though different in denomination have souls that
are similarly seeking a sacred connection and
communion with a real and relational god dif
dlf

while kim and oui had found a sense of joy and
meaning in their faith their faith had become a
virtual line of demarcation between generations
similarly seth a jewish father had two brothers
who married outside the faith causing pain to him
and his parents and transforming their once shared
religion into a source of division
di vision two different
visions whether accompanied by joy pain or
both however faith is integral in understanding all
these families

perhaps joseph captured the connection
between family and faith best joseph felt the
connection so powerfully that following our
three hour interview he still expressed doubts
regarding his ability to adequately communicate
how profoundly faith influenced him and his
family

in closing he emphasized

c0r2clrjsfor2
coqcldsfoq

family child
loren marks is an assistant professor of offamily
and consumer sciences at louisiana state university
he and his wife sandra have three children
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thatwhen
theres something tbalwben
that when as a family your
hearts are pointed together toward the same thing
and its god then parenting and economics and
space andfood
and food and disagreements and hassles and
andwood
st
joys and celebrations and all that other stegg
stuff
steff
uffitit
works different it seems different it feels differour family is all oriented in the same way
ent ourfamily
out
hing hes center hes what its all about
king
eing
christ is keng
theye
what iftbere
if there was no dinner what iftbere
if there was no
christmas it wouldnt be as fun and warm and
bom
how to convey to you
bow
fuzzy buti dont know hom
thaties
tha
our
yes ourfaith
out adith
adeth
thatyes
tyes
faith informs our relationships and
everything about us
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when we seek to understand and even appreciate the struggle of families to answer life

s most
taxing and profound questions through their
individual and familial walks of faith we are more
f
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